Spectrum 5D series is the first and the only five-dimensional series in Pakistan. It takes care of all five dimensions of a child’s development during early childhood years: **physical development** to make children grow to become healthy, strong, energetic and attractive adults; **cognitive development** to make them intelligent, sharp and smart; **socialization** to make them well-mannered, polite, courteous and elegant; **spiritual and ideological development** to give them great self-confidence, high self-esteem and constructive pride in Islamic and Pakistani identity and values and **preliteracy** to lay a strong foundation for reading, writing, mathematics and science both in English and in Urdu.
Five dimensional approach and five of this series’ distinctions make Spectrum 5D series perfect solution to our valued sons and daughters' preschool needs and ensure that they receive the best early childhood education.

First
It is the only preschool series in Pakistan, which is compliant with both local and international preschool teaching and learning standards. It’s compliant with Government of Pakistan’s National Curriculum for Early Childhood Education (2007) and New Jersey State Department of Education, United States of America’s Preschool Teaching and Learning Standards (2014).

Second
It’s pragmatic in producing results. It’s designed to perfectly suit the education system, cultural norms and ground realities of Pakistani society and is able to produce good results even in those environments where the resources are limited and hardly conducive.

Third
Spectrum 5D series is reviewed not only by the experts of education, psychology, linguistics and theology but also by experienced and well-regarded teachers of the relevant subjects.

Fourth
The language of the content is very accurate, appropriate and precise because it’s corpus-based and reviewed by the native speakers and the linguists.

Fifth
It’s evidence-based in approach and development. Every single aspect of the 5D series is supported by well-founded scientific research and several valid and reliable references.